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ABSTRACT

  The objectives of this independent study was to survey local woven product business 

management, BanBulan , Padad Sub-District, Chiang Mai province. The study group consists of 

group leader, group members, cooperated government institutes, and customers of local woven 

products, BanBulan . The total number  25 persons. Ins applied for this study was an interview. 

Data has been analyzed, and then represented in descriptive form. The results of the study can be 

concluded as follows. 

Local woven product business management, BanBulan , Padad Sub-District, Chiang 

Mai province. The process into 5 steps as follows. 

 1. Planning: The group has determined operational plan into 2 parts.Those were goal 

determination and planning to achieve the goal. The plan was to make the product become famous 

and popular among customers in national market. 2) Organizational management: The group has 

determined work positions into 4 departments, those were cutting out, painting, ironing and sale 

departments. 3) Recruitment: The group leader was the one who choose the applicants. The 

applicants must be experienced in that work position they want to apply. They must be skillful, 

expertise, and able to work immediately. 4) Direction: Informal direction has been used within the 

group by informingdirectly to a particular person for efficient operation. 5) Control: The group has 

controlled and followed-up the quality of textiles used for production by checking before and after 



cutting. Cutting out must be elaborate. Painting on the textile must be nice and the paint must not 

stain on the textile. 


